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THE 10 BEST ACTIVITIES TO HELP KIDS

MEMORIZE SCRIPTURE
Helping kids memorize Scripture is so important! We suggest choosing one or two memory verses each month. 

Even preschoolers who can’t read can memorize verses with the right kinds of memorization activities. To make your 

Scripture memorization more interesting, here are ten fun ways to help kids memorize Scripture . . .

1
HAND MOTIONS
Make up motions to the verse and practice 

them together. You can even have kids make 

up their own motions or learn the verse in sign language. 

2
WRITING IT OUT
Kids will remember the verse if they go over it 

in a variety of ways, including writing it down 

or drawing a picture of what it means. Give them a white 

board or markers and paper, or make a chalkboard wall 

and let the kids write or draw the verse on it each month.

3
ECHOING IT BACK
Have a leader say the verse in short phrases 

while the kids echo it. To keep it interesting, 

the leader might want to use funny voices or styles that 

the kids will need to imitate.

4
SINGING A SONG
Make up a song to go with the verse, allow 

the kids to make one up, or use a song that 

already exists. There are tons of Bible verse songs online!

5
PLAYING HANGMAN
On a white board, write the verse with mostly 

blank spaces, except for words like “and” or 

“the.” Have kids guess letters or words one at a time to try 

and figure out the verse.

6
ERASING THE WORDS
Write the verse on a white board and say it 

with the kids over and over again, erasing one 

or two words each time. When all the words have been 

erased, have the kids recite the verse again from memory.

7
SHUFFLING THE WORDS
Write or print the verse on several pieces of 

paper (one word or phrase per sheet), then 

challenge kids to put them in order, maybe in teams or 

by taping each piece of paper to a kid’s back and having 

the kids in the audience help them stand in order.

8
HAVING A SHOWDOWN
Have two kids stand back-to-back. On the 

count of three, have them turn and face each 

other. The fastest kid to recite the verse wins.

9
PLAYING HOT POTATO
Give each small group a ball or potato. Each 

person who catches the "hot potato" must 

say the next word in the memory verse.

10
PLAYING PING-PONG
Split your kids into two teams (or choose two 

kids to play up-front). Have them go back 

and forth, quoting the verse one word at a time. The first 
person to forget a word is out.

Looking for more free resources to help make your children's ministry more awesome? Here you go!

http://growcurriculum.org/freetools

